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News
Delivering optimum
levels of performance

WEDNESDAY 16TH MAY

TWC 2012 exhibition
official opening

The MTP3000 series is the latest addition to Motorola
Solutions’ TETRA radio portfolio, designed to meet
core user demands for increased user safety and
reliability.
Claiming the highest receiver sensitivity in the market,
delivering a 14 percent range increase and a 30 percent
boost to network coverage,* the MTP3000 series has
been designed to deliver optimum levels of audio and
clarity of voice, coupled with a high quality microphone
system that helps to ensure users can hear and be
heard clearly, even in the noisiest environments.
The MTP3100 entry-level series is aimed at users
looking for the benefits of TETRA but who don’t need
a keypad for advanced features. The MTP3200 is for
use in more mission-critical environments, working
alongside other data-centric devices for tasks such as
database look-ups and information sharing during field
operations. The high end MTP3250 completes the
series with a full keypad for users looking for more
advanced applications to maintain communication and
collaboration between control and field personnel.
*A -2db increase on all existing TETRA radios, when compared to an ETSI specification radio
using the Hata urban model

The TETRA World Congress
2012 exhibition was officially
opened today by Crown Prince
– His Highness Al Sheikh
Hamdan Bin Mohammed
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum.

First TEDS interoperability testing
In 2011, Cassidian announced the field trial of TEDS with VIRVE in Finland and
Motorola Solutions obtained the first IOP certificate for its TEDS infrastructure
and its TEDS capable mobile unit.

Meet the MTP3000 series on Stand G301.

This year the two companies have taken a step further in multi-vendor interoperability
by announcing that they have successfully completed private interoperability (IOP)
testing of the Motorola TEDS-capable mobile terminal on Cassidian’s TEDS-capable
infrastructure.
This paves the way for the first multi-vendor TEDS IOP certification by the end of 2012.

It’s another record!
TWC2012 has attracted record registrations of over
2,800, with attendees from 88 countries.

Interoperability testing between companies has been a major success factor for TETRA,
and with TEDS being the wide area mission critical data service available for years to
come, TEDS-interoperability is essential to continue the evolution of TETRA capability.
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Band or channel –
it’s your choice

Flexible frequency shifting
repeater

Axell Wireless has announced enhancements to its
CSR438 digital band selective TETRA repeater. Based
on the company’s software defined radio and digital
filtering technology, the CSR438 does not require
hardware upgrades, and can be re-configured
remotely using software updates.

Creowave is launching its next generation TETRA Frequency Shifting Repeater on
Stand F502. The new version is aimed at large outdoor locations with minimal
requirement for isolation between uplink and downlink antennas.

The CSR438 can now be configured via a GUI to
operate in either “band” or “channel” selective modes.
Systems integrators and public safety operators can
deploy systems in a typical 5MHz band selective mode
and, to improve selectivity and reduce noise at a later
stage, reconfigure the unit to operate with a unique set
of channels within the band - providing flexibility within
the same unit.
The switch from “band” selective to “channel” selective,
or vice versa, can be done through a local connection to
the CSR438 or remotely via a wireless modem or
Ethernet connection. Operating in “channel” selective
mode, the CSR438 provides filtering for up to eight
channels.
The CSR438 TETRA digital repeater is designed to
support public safety networks and PMR systems for
security applications either within buildings or critical
infrastructure facilities such as metro (underground)
networks, rail or road tunnels, airports, and energy or
chemical plants.
Make your selection on the Axell Wireless Stand E201

The Repeater has two units – Master and Slave. The Master Unit converts the TETRA
downlink carrier to selected frequency and Slave Unit converts it back to the original.
The shifted frequencies are used only in traffic between Master and Slave. The user
can configure the size of the frequency shift for each carrier.
Jyrki Koski, Creowave CEO, said: “Our software definable Channel Selective Repeaters
can be upgraded to Frequency Shifting Repeaters so the customer doesn’t have to
know the need of the exact repeater type beforehand. If the frequency shifting feature
is no longer needed in some point, the Frequency Shifting Repeater can be used as a
normal Channel Selective Repeater, giving the customer flexibility.”

Multi-featured microphone
Finland’s Stop Noise is showing its new Multi Handset 3 in 1
handheld speaker microphone designed to handle audio, data
and images. Users can collect data and utilise their existing
databases from the field through their secure network.
The Multi Handset offers a camera-based barcode reader and
a number of other features including status messaging, LED
torch light and USB interface to connect auxiliary appliances
such as passport or smart card readers.
Take a look at the accessory on the Stop Noise Stand J303,
Cassidian Stand A201, and Portalify Stand B303.

Snapshot of the TETRA World Congress 2012
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Evolutionary path to LTE
Evercor is the new mobile broadband offering from the Cassidian-Alcatel-Lucent
collaboration. Evercor integrates Alcatel-Lucent’s lightRadio 4G LTE mobile
broadband with TETRA-based systems to form an integrated LTE PMR solution for
the 380-470 MHz band.
Evercor is designed to help network operators in public safety, transport and energy to
save money by optimising existing assets while providing an evolutionary path to LTE.
The system uses Alcatel-Lucent’s eNodeB base stations engines, wireless packet core
and backhaul solutions, and Cassidian LTE 400 Remote Radio Head, terminals and
applications. The LTE 400 eNodeB can be incorporated in Cassidian’s new TB3S
TETRA base station.

Looking after the lone worker

Transforming the user
experience

Sepura has announced STProtect, an indoor tracking and location solution primarily
targeted at providing lone worker safety and protection. STP Protect works with
Sepura STP8000 and STP9000 series hand-portable radios.

APD Communications is announcing its next generation
Integrated Communication Control Solution (ICCS),
CORTEX 7, aimed at transforming the user experience in
terms of efficiency and flexibility when communicating
with and dispatching emergency resources.

In addition to its core function of enabling operatives, particularly lone workers, to be
located quickly in an emergency, STProtect also enables organisations to control access
to certain site areas, monitor employees’ location and movement and provide users,
such as maintenance engineers and security guards, with set routes and checkpoints.

On Stand B301, APD will also be showcasing its portfolio
including its Aspire Customer Relationship Management
solution, Mobile ID solution, and ARTEMIS resource and
information management portfolio.

STProtect can be seen on Sepura’s Stand E401

Successful satellite tests

The Inmarsat BGNA service supports simultaneous voice and broadband
data, providing integration opportunities with Rohill’s TetraNode system.

Rohill has completed the first series of tests for integrating its TETRA
solution with Inmarsat’s mobile broadband service Broadband Global
Area Network (BGAN). The tests were conducted with the Inmarsat
technical team, using BGNA terminals from Thrane & Thrane.

Dave Robertson from Inmarsat Government Global, said: “Our co-operation
with Rohill has created solutions that offer secure, reliable and efficient
communications in remote areas, and which go far beyond the current
satellite interconnected DECT and GSM-based solutions currently available.”
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Medium term mix of TEDS and public cellular
networks will meet user needs
Deryn Evans, Market Analyst, Mobile Radio group, IMS Research
IMS Research recently conducted a survey of PMR license holders
and agencies to determine their intent and position regarding future
data and broadband considerations. The survey found that overall
approximately 90% of agencies used data but when looking at
PMR systems alone, only around 39% of agencies were using their
networks for data applications such as mobile office, remote data
access and image transfer.
At present agencies have two choices for mobile data - to use their
traditional PMR network or a cellular network. However, not all
traditional PMR networks can support data communications and
those that can offer limited data rates. On the other hand, using a
public cellular network for mission critical data communications is
a high risk strategy, particularly as in many emergency situations
cellular networks get congested and can potentially fail. So neither
option offers an ideal standalone long term solution.
The survey revealed that currently the majority of agencies are utilising
cellular networks, supplementing their PMR solutions with devices
such as smartphones and tablets. Respondents indicated that the
number of data users on their networks would increase significantly
over the next five years, with imaging and real time video applications
cited as the main applications that would be taken up.
Although it is envisaged that nearly two thirds of PMR users would
be using dedicated data devices over cellular networks within the
next 5 years, there is the desire amongst PMR agencies for their
own dedicated private network, but issues relating to budgets and
allocation of frequencies are viewed as obstacles to this happening.

However as the move to digital increases, data over traditional PMR
will increase. TEDS can currently support data applications such as
database access and email, so is suitable for the majority of users at
the present time, however with the desire for more data hungry
applications, the biggest issue facing the longer term future of TEDS
is the lack of available spectrum, especially within Europe.
IMS Research forecasts that in the medium term a mixture of TEDS
and public cellular networks will fulfill the needs of the majority of users.
Looking to the longer term it is predicted that LTE, especially private
LTE networks will develop and offer the best long term solution to this
problem. However until issues related to allocation of frequencies for
these networks, budget restrictions, and issues still to be resolved in
relation to the technology, mean that wide-spread use of such
networks is a long way off.
Deryn Evans is a Market Analyst in the Mobile Radio
group, at IMS Research. The group manages mobile
radio quarterly tracking data, key custom research
projects as well research reports covering PMR
terminals, infrastructure and control rooms markets.
Within the group Deryn specialises in the TETRA
industry, License Mobile Radio Accessories and
Infrastructure markets. Prior to joining IMS Research
Deryn obtained a BSc degree and worked for seven years in science
research, funding and strategy. Deryn can be at TWC on the IMS Research
Stand F503, and at deryn.evans@imsresearch.com
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Expanding partnership to Competence Centre for
develop TEDS-enabled
TETRA and broadband
modems
solutions
Cassidian and Asia Pacific Satellite communications Inc. (APSI) have
started pre-interoperability (IOP) tests between TETRA networks from
Cassidian and ATP7000 TEDS modems from APSI. The cooperation
aims to develop TETRA- and TEDS- enabled modem products that
can address the critical data transfer needs of a range of industries.
The companies are expanding their existing partnership in developing
TETRA terminals to include TEDS technology and data-oriented
products for stationary applications, such as smart grids, supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems and sensor networks.
“This expanded collaboration underlines Cassidian’s commitment to
creating an effective and diverse TEDS ecosystem,” said Jean-Marc
Nasr, Head of Secure Communication Solutions at Cassidian.
“Our cooperation will foster the growth and development of the TEDS
market both in Korea and on a global scale. We are convinced that the
new portfolio will further increase the TETRA technology footprint in the
industrial and utility markets as well,” said Ryoo Jang-soo, CEO of APSI.
Find out more from APSI on Stand J103 Cassidian on Stand A201.

New Board members for TCCA
At the 2012 AGM of the TETRA + Critical Communications Association,
held in Dubai at the TETRA World Congress, the following people were
elected to the Board: Tony Gray, from P3 Consulting, and Malcolm Quelch
from Sepura. Daniel Haché from ASTRID and Hans Borgonjen from vts
Police Netherlands were re-elected.

Hytera’s home in Bad Münder

Exhibiting on Stand C401, Hytera Mobilfunk GmbH is now part of the
Hytera family and is broadening its product range with digital TETRA
terminals. The company’s facility in Bad Münder, Germany, is being
expanded and will be the European subsidiary of Hytera.
Hytera will further develop its established TETRA radio system
ACCESSNET®-T IP at the Bad Münder location, which will become a
competence centre for future TETRA and LTE-based broadband
solutions.

Visit us on our booth E601,TWC Dubai
Send your news, views and Show photos to editor@tandcca.com | www.tetraworldcongress.com
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The case for 400MHz mobile broadband for public safety
Philippe Agard, Vice President for Public Safety, Alcatel-Lucent and Philippe Devos, Vice President Market & Technology,
Secure Communications Solutions, Cassidian
Public safety agencies and associations now broadly agree that 4G
Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the right technology for bringing
mobile broadband capabilities to emergency services across the
globe. The question now seems to be which parts of the frequency
spectrum should be allocated for public safety LTE. But while the
US has already set aside a portion of the 700MHz band, the rest of
the world is still in heated discussions.
Setting aside national security issues, which are understandably nonnegotiable, there are perhaps three primary arguments to consider:
•

Economic; moving to a new frequency band, let alone a new
technology, requires significant investment for those affected.

•

Technological; frequency is directly related to features and
capabilities of radio communications such as propagation,
penetration, power consumption and interconnectivity with
existing systems.

•

Commercial; spectrum allocation influences the number of
manufacturers choosing to provide network equipment and
terminals for a given frequency, which in turn affects pricing and
availability.

A strong contender for Europe, many Asia-Pacific countries and some
parts of South America, is of course the 400MHz frequency band
currently used by public safety agencies for their TETRA and
TETRAPOL communications systems. Looking at the three criteria
described above helps clarify the strengths of the 400MHz band.

In economic terms, public safety agencies have made considerable
investments in 400MHz TETRA/TETRAPOL networks. By using
the same band for public safety LTE, agencies will be able to re-use
existing sites and assets such as masts and backhaul, to minimise
investment costs.
The propagation characteristics of signals around 400 MHz mean that
coverage of a given area can be achieved with the same number of
radio sites as current narrow band networks. Penetration in built-up
urban areas, including indoor coverage in difficult places such as
stairwells, is also better around 400MHz than higher frequencies and
also more efficient for rural coverage.
Commercial viability requires an ecosystem of partnering and
competing equipment manufacturers to develop solutions to a
scale that makes business sense to them, at costs and conditions
acceptable to public safety organisations. Addressing at the same time
commercial opportunities in industries with similar needs, such as the
Energy and Transportation sectors, will improve the viability for all, as
will addressing the 700MHz spectrum already allocated in the US.
The significant benefits of public safety LTE – operational effectiveness,
cost efficiencies and, ultimately, the safety of field personnel and
the public they serve – are now very close to being realised. To find
an analogy, the industry has chosen the car they want to drive;
but outside the US it’s still debating a diesel or petrol engine.
The imminent first commercial solution at 400MHz could finally
bring the debate to a close.
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Today at the Seminar Theatre

Critical
Communications
Networks

12:00

Comalerter – Messaging And Personal Safety
Made Easier
Mark Hanley, Sigma Wireless Communications

09.55

TETRA RF Digital Repeater
and Applications
Rocky Guan, Vice President, International
Sales, Eyecom Technologies Ltd

12:25

TETRA & LTE – The Mobile Antenna Challenge
John Thomson, Technical Sales & Support,
Panorama Antennas

12:50

10:20

Challenges In The Deployment Of LTE
In Lower Bands
Bernard Breton, Chief Operating Officer
and Chief Strategy Officer, Mentum

Developing Two Way Radio For Your Needs
Senior Representative from JDI Jing Deng
Industrial Co., Ltd

10:45

11:10

11.35

The Evolution Of TETRA Towards
A Broadband Future
Dr. Martin Steppler, Senior TETRA
Consultant, P3 Communications
Integrated PMR-Broadband-IP Network
For Secure Realtime Multimedia
Information Sharing
Sebastian Šubik, Communication
Networks Institute (CNI), TU Dortmund
University
Tacticall, Critical Voice Integration
Dennis Svane Christensen, Senior
Marketing Manager, Saab AB

Terminals & Accessories

13:15

Smart Grids - New Attractive Business
Opportunity For TETRA
Mark Sandner, Research, Cassidian

13:40

Motorola Terminals Update
Paul Wilson, Product Manager TETRA Terminals,
Motorola Solutions

14:05

Stop Noise Multi Handset 3 In 1 – Hand
Held Solution For Audio, Data And Image
Transmission Via TETRA Network
Mikko Salonen MSc, Product Manager,
Stop Noise Finland

14.30

Empowering Mobile Critical Communications
– The Power Behind The Call
Martyn Savage, Sales Engineer, Alfatronix Ltd

FREE T
ATTEN O
D

Innovation, Test
Equipment & Services
14:55

Using Measurement Equipment To Determine
The Speech Intelligibility Of Digital Radio
Devices And Their Accessories In DMO
Or TMO Mode
Ralf Kudernak, Managing Director, Imtradex

15:20

LTE & TETRA: Testing Base Stations And
Terminals Using An RF Air-Monitor
Kevin S. Dobis, Director Americas and EMEA,
Sanjole

15:45

Green Driving Efficiency – Using
Electricity From Fuel Cells
Richard Martin, Marketing Manager,
Motorola Solutions

16.10

Experience Led Innovation – Tools And
Techniques To Reduce Innovation Risk
Geoff McCormick, Director, Alloy

16.35

Optimisation Of Your Deployed TETRA Network
Barry Hack, Senior Technical Specialist, Aeroflex

17.00

Connecting TETRA With TETRAPOL:
Concept, Trial And Results
Patrick Mächler, Solution Architect, ATOS
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